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Introduction {#jah31362-sec-0004}
============

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a common cardiac arrhythmia associated with an increased risk of stroke, heart failure (HF), myocardial infarction, dementia, and mortality.[1](#jah31362-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah31362-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Interest in building predictive models that can identify individuals at higher risk of developing AF has increased in parallel with the growing prevalence of this arrhythmia.[3](#jah31362-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Starting with a risk score created by the Framingham Heart Study (FHS) investigators,[4](#jah31362-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} and validated in separate cohorts,[5](#jah31362-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} other models have been developed in single cohorts, such as the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study.[6](#jah31362-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} More recently, the Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology (CHARGE)‐AF consortium derived a new prediction model pooling data from several large prospective studies (FHS, Cardiovascular Health Study, and ARIC).[7](#jah31362-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} This model, based on easily measured clinical variables, had adequate discrimination in the Age, Gene and Environment‐Reykjavik study (AGES), the Rotterdam study, and the EPIC‐Norfolk cohort.[7](#jah31362-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jah31362-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} An extension of the CHARGE‐AF model demonstrated the added benefit of selected biomarkers in AF prediction.[9](#jah31362-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} A potential limitation of the CHARGE‐AF risk model, however, is that it was developed in a mostly biracial (white and African‐American) population and validated in predominantly white cohorts. Whether the model would adequately predict AF in more racially and ethnically diverse populations is not known. This is particularly relevant given the observed lower risk of AF in nonwhites (including Hispanics and Asian Americans) compared to whites.[10](#jah31362-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31362-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, we assessed the predictive ability (discrimination and calibration) of the CHARGE‐AF risk model in the Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA), a community‐based, racially and ethnically diverse prospective cohort in the United States. For comparison purposes, we also determined the predictive ability of the FHS risk score for AF as well as that of scores for stroke prediction in AF, given their extensive use in the management of AF patients[12](#jah31362-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah31362-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jah31362-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and attempts to extend them to the prediction of AF itself.[15](#jah31362-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#jah31362-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jah31362-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#jah31362-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

Methods {#jah31362-sec-0005}
=======

Study Population {#jah31362-sec-0006}
----------------

A detailed description of the MESA cohort has been published elsewhere.[19](#jah31362-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Briefly, in 2000--2002, MESA recruited 6814 men and women, 45 to 84 years of age, free of clinical cardiovascular disease from 6 communities across the United States: Baltimore, MD; Chicago, IL; Forsyth County, NC; Los Angeles County, CA; New York City, NY; and Saint Paul, MN. The main aims of MESA are to investigate the prevalence, progression, and risk factors of subclinical cardiovascular disease in the general population. For the present analysis, we excluded individuals with evidence of AF at baseline (n=70), those who did not have follow‐up beyond the baseline exam (n=33), and those with missing values in any of the variables contributing to the CHARGE‐AF model (n=48), leaving 6663 eligible participants. Analyses using the biomarker‐enriched model were performed in 5477 participants with available N‐terminal of the prohormone B‐type natriuretic peptide (NT‐proBNP) and high‐sensitivity C‐reactive protein (hsCRP) measurements. The study protocols have been approved by institutional review boards at all participant institutions. Participants provided written informed consent at baseline.

Ascertainment of Atrial Fibrillation {#jah31362-sec-0007}
------------------------------------

MESA participants or a proxy were contacted by phone every 9 to 12 months to identify all new hospitalizations. Trained staff abstracted discharge diagnostic and procedure codes from these hospitalizations. Using discharge diagnostic codes, we defined incident AF if an International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification code 427.31 (AF) or 427.32 (atrial flutter) was present in any position. AF hospitalizations associated with open cardiac surgery were ignored in the definition. Previous studies have demonstrated the adequate validity of hospital discharge codes for ascertainment of AF in large cohort studies.[20](#jah31362-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jah31362-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} For this analysis, cases identified through the end of 2012 were considered.

Assessment of Baseline Covariates {#jah31362-sec-0008}
---------------------------------

Age, sex, race, ethnicity, smoking status, and medication use were self‐reported at baseline. Race/ethnicity was classified in 4 categories: non‐Hispanic white; non‐Hispanic African American; Hispanic; and Chinese American. Height and weight were measured with the participant wearing a light gown. Systolic and diastolic blood pressures (BPs) were measured 3 times after the participant rested for 5 minutes; the mean of the last 2 measurements was used for analysis. Diabetes was defined as having a fasting blood glucose ≥126 mg/dL or self‐reported use of antidiabetic medications. Standard 10‐second 12‐lead electrocardiograms (ECGs) were obtained in all participants using a Marquette MAC 1200 electrocardiograph (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). Study ECGs were transmitted to a central reading center (EPICARE, Wake Forest University, Winston‐Salem, NC), where they were processed and analyzed. P‐wave durations and amplitudes were automatically measured with the GE Marquette 12‐SL program (2001 version; GE Marquette, Milwaukee, WI). PR interval was defined as the median PR interval in all leads. By design, MESA excluded individuals who had a past history of coronary heart disease or HF. NT‐proBNP concentration was measured in serum using a commercially available immunoassay (Roche Diagnostic Elecsys proBNP Assay; Roche Corporation, Indianapolis, IN). hsCRP was measured using a BNII nephelometer (N High‐Sensitivity CRP; Dade Behring, Deerfield, IL).

Statistical Analysis {#jah31362-sec-0009}
--------------------

We used Cox proportional hazards models to determine the association between baseline characteristics and incident AF. We defined time of follow‐up as time from the baseline exam to incident AF, death, or last available follow‐up contact, whichever occurred first. To assess the performance of the CHARGE‐AF model in MESA, we calculated 5‐year predicted risk of AF using baseline covariates and the CHARGE‐AF risk function.[7](#jah31362-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} We assessed model discrimination by estimating the C‐statistic in a Cox model, including the predicted risk as the only covariate,[22](#jah31362-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} and calibration by comparing the observed and predicted 5‐year event rates across deciles of predicted risk using a Hosmer--Lemeshow test modified for survival analysis.[23](#jah31362-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} For this analysis, we combined Hispanics and Chinese Americans with non‐Hispanic African Americans in a "nonwhite" category given their similar AF rates in the MESA cohort.[11](#jah31362-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} We repeated the analysis using the biomarker‐enriched CHARGE‐AF model, which includes information on circulating NT‐proBNP and hsCRP, as well as using separate models that include each biomarker individually.[9](#jah31362-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} To further determine the benefit of adding biomarker information to the simple CHARGE‐AF model, we calculated the categorical net reclassification index (NRI) using 2.5% and 5% as cut‐off points and also the continuous NRI (\>0).[24](#jah31362-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#jah31362-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} The cut‐off points for the categorical NRI were chosen to be consistent with previous CHARGE‐AF publications.[7](#jah31362-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah31362-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} For comparison purposes, we evaluated discrimination and calibration of a Cox model including all the components of the CHARGE‐AF models as separate covariates. This model provides an upper limit of the best prediction provided by the CHARGE‐AF variables in the MESA cohort.

We conducted similar analyses for the Framingham model, which predicts 10‐year AF risk.[4](#jah31362-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} We also examined the usefulness of the CHADS~2~ and CHA~2~DS~2~‐VASc scores, originally developed for prediction of stroke in AF patients,[12](#jah31362-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#jah31362-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} to predict incident AF in MESA. Information on the presence of significant cardiac murmur, included in the Framingham model, was not available. However, we assumed it to be absent given that, by study design, MESA participants were free of cardiovascular disease at baseline. A complete list of variables included in each score is provided in Table S1. All analyses were performed using SAS software (9.3 for Windows; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

Results {#jah31362-sec-0010}
=======

During a mean follow‐up of 10.2 years, we identified 351 cases of AF among 6663 eligible MESA participants (incident rate, 5.2 per 1000 person‐years) and 296 cases of AF among 5477 participants with information on NT‐proBNP and hsCRP. The incidence rate of AF was highest among non‐Hispanic whites (7.0 per 1000 person‐years) and was similar among African Americans (4.0 per 1000 person‐years), Hispanics (4.4 per 1000 person‐years), and Chinese Americans (3.3 per 1000 person‐years). Table [1](#jah31362-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows selected baseline characteristics overall and by incident AF status. As expected, those who developed AF were older, had higher body mass index and systolic BP and longer PR interval, and were more likely to be male, white, diabetic, and on antihypertensive medications. Baseline characteristics of study participants by race/ethnicity are presented in Table S2. Table [2](#jah31362-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} presents results from a multivariable Cox model including simultaneously the components of the CHARGE‐AF models as separate covariates. In the simple model, all the covariates were significantly associated with risk of AF with the exception of diabetes, diastolic BP, and smoking. NT‐proBNP was strongly associated with AF risk, whereas associations of race, smoking, and blood pressure with AF were attenuated in the biomarker‐enriched model. No significant association was observed between hsCRP and AF risk.

###### 

Selected Baseline Characteristics of Study Participants Overall and by AF Status During Follow‐up, Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis

                                              Overall (N=6663)   No AF (N=6312)   AF (N=351)
  ------------------------------------------- ------------------ ---------------- ------------
  Age, y                                      62 (10)            62 (10)          69 (8)
  Women, N (%)                                3517 (53)          3369 (53)        148 (42)
  Race/ethnicity, N (%)                                                           
  Non‐Hispanic white                          2559 (38)          2372 (38)        187 (53)
  Non‐Hispanic African American               1835 (28)          1763 (28)        72 (21)
  Hispanic                                    1477 (22)          1412 (22)        65 (19)
  Chinese American                            792 (12)           765 (12)         27 (8)
  Height, cm                                  166 (10)           166 (10)         168 (11)
  Weight, kg                                  79 (17)            78 (17)          82 (18)
  Systolic BP, mm Hg                          126 (21)           126 (21)         135 (23)
  Diastolic BP, mm Hg                         72 (10)            72 (10)          72 (11)
  Current smoking, N (%)                      870 (13)           833 (13)         37 (11)
  Use of antihypertensive medication, N (%)   2457 (37)          2270 (36)        187 (53)
  Diabetes, N (%)                             833 (13)           777 (12)         56 (16)
  PR interval, ms                             166 (25)           165 (24)         173 (32)
  NT‐proBNP, pg/mL                            101 (249)          93 (225)         247 (491)
  hsCRP, mg/L                                 3.8 (5.9)          3.8 (5.9)        3.9 (5.7)

Values correspond to mean (SD) or N (%).AF indicates atrial fibrillation; BP, blood pressure; hsCRP, high‐sensitivity C‐reactive protein; NT‐proBNP, N‐terminal of the prohormone B‐type natriuretic peptide.

###### 

HRs (95% CIs) of AF for Variables Included in the Simple and Biomarker‐Enriched CHARGE‐AF Risk Models, Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis, 2000--2012

                                       Simple Model     Biomarker‐Enriched Model
  ------------------------------------ ---------------- --------------------------
  N                                    6663             5477
                                       HR (95% CI)      
  Age, per 5 y                         1.5 (1.4, 1.6)   1.4 (1.3, 1.5)
  White race, vs nonwhite              1.6 (1.3, 2.0)   1.2 (1.0, 1.6)
  Height, per 10 cm                    1.3 (1.1, 1.4)   1.2 (1.0, 1.4)
  Weight, per 15 kg                    1.2 (1.1, 1.3)   1.3 (1.2, 1.5)
  Systolic BP, per 20 mm Hg            1.3 (1.1, 1.4)   1.0 (0.9, 1.2)
  Diastolic BP, per 10 mm Hg           0.9 (0.8, 1.0)   1.1 (0.9, 1.2)
  Current smoking                      1.3 (0.9, 1.8)   1.2 (0.8, 1.8)
  Use of antihypertensive medication   1.4 (1.1, 1.7)   1.3 (1.0, 1.6)
  Diabetes                             1.1 (0.8, 1.5)   1.2 (0.9, 1.7)
  Log (NT‐proBNP), per 1 unit          ---              2.0 (1.7, 2.2)
  Log (hsCRP), per 1 unit              ---              0.9 (0.8, 1.0)

Results from a single Cox proportional hazards model including all the covariates simultaneously. AF indicates atrial fibrillation; BP, blood pressure; CHARGE, the Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology; HR, hazard ratio; hsCRP, high‐sensitivity C‐reactive protein; NT‐proBNP, N‐terminal of the prohormone B‐type natriuretic peptide.

During the first 5 years of follow‐up, 129 AF cases occurred (109 in the subset with available biomarkers). The C‐statistics of the simple and biomarker‐enriched CHARGE‐AF models were 0.779 and 0.825, respectively (Table [3](#jah31362-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). A model adding NT‐proBNP alone to the simple CHARGE‐AF model had similar discrimination and calibration to the biomarker‐enriched model including both biomarkers, whereas addition of hsCRP alone did not improve prediction (Table [3](#jah31362-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Calibration of the simple model was suboptimal (*P*=0.002), whereas the biomarker‐enriched model showed adequate calibration (*P*=0.55). Calculating the NRI provided similar information, with improved reclassification after adding NT‐proBNP, but not hsCRP, to the simple CHARGE‐AF model: The continuous NRI (\>0) (95% CI) for the NT‐proBNP, hsCRP, and joint biomarker models were 0.431 (0.242, 0.619), 0.120 (−0.063, 0.309), and 0.344 (0.143, 0.537), whereas the categorical NRI (2.5%, 5%) were 0.045 (−0.049, 0.147), −0.037 (−0.102, 0.020), and 0.041 (−0.055, 0.147), respectively. Reclassification tables are provided in Table S3. Discrimination and calibration of the CHARGE‐AF models was similar across sex and race (white and nonwhite) subgroups (Table [4](#jah31362-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

###### 

Discrimination and Calibration of Risk Prediction Models, Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis, 2000--2012

                                                                        C‐Statistic, 95% CI    Calibration χ^2^ (*P* Value)
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------
  Best MESA simple model[a](#jah31362-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}         0.780 (0.745, 0.815)   6.4 (*P*=0.70)
  Best MESA biomarker model[a](#jah31362-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}      0.834 (0.800, 0.868)   14.9 (*P*=0.09)
  Simple CHARGE‐AF[a](#jah31362-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}               0.779 (0.744, 0.814)   25.6 (0.002)
  hsCRP‐enriched CHARGE‐AF[a](#jah31362-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}       0.784 (0.747, 0.821)   15.2 (0.08)
  NT‐proBNP‐enriched CHARGE‐AF[a](#jah31362-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   0.825 (0.791, 0.859)   9.9 (0.36)
  Biomarker‐enriched CHARGE‐AF[a](#jah31362-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}   0.825 (0.791, 0.860)   7.9 (0.55)
  Framingham model[b](#jah31362-note-0006){ref-type="fn"}               0.746 (0.720, 0.771)   57.4 (\<0.0001)
  CHADS~2~ [a](#jah31362-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}                      0.671 (0.628, 0.714)   NA
  CHA~2~DS~2~‐VASc[a](#jah31362-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}               0.695 (0.654, 0.735)   NA

AF indicates atrial fibrillation; BP, blood pressure; CHARGE, the Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology; hsCRP, high‐sensitivity C‐reactive protein; MESA, Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; NA, not applicable; NT‐proBNP, N‐terminal of the prohormone B‐type natriuretic peptide.

5‐year prediction.

10‐year prediction.

###### 

Discrimination and Calibration of Risk Prediction Models by Race and Sex, Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis, 2000--2012

                                    Whites                 Nonwhites              Women                  Men
  --------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
  AF cases                          187                    164                    148                    203
  Person‐time                       26 723                 41 115                 36 333                 31 505
  AF rate (per 1000 person‐years)   7.0                    4.0                    4.1                    6.4
  Simple CHARGE‐AF                                                                                       
  C‐statistic (95% CI)              0.764 (0.718, 0.810)   0.776 (0.724, 0.829)   0.775 (0.721, 0.830)   0.772 (0.727, 0.818)
  Calibration χ^2^ (*P* value)      14.6 (0.10)            12.3 (0.20)            13.3 (0.15)            14.9 (0.09)
  Biomarker‐enriched CHARGE‐AF                                                                           
  C‐statistic (95% CI)              0.811 (0.764, 0.859)   0.825 (0.773, 0.877)   0.821 (0.766, 0.877)   0.823 (0.779, 0.867)
  Calibration χ^2^ (*P* value)      8.9 (0.44)             7.2 (0.62)             9.2 (0.42)             4.4 (0.88)
  Framingham                                                                                             
  C‐statistic (95% CI)              0.750 (0.716, 0.784)   0.743 (0.704, 0.781)   0.741 (0.704, 0.778)   0.748 (0.714, 0.781)
  Calibration χ^2^ (*P* value)      8.1 (0.53)             73.9 (\<0.0001)        32.1 (0.0002)          36.4 (\<0.0001)

AF indicates atrial fibrillation; CHARGE, the Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology.

Models including individual CHARGE‐AF covariates ("best MESA model") provided only a small improvement in discrimination (C‐statistics: 0.780 for simple model and 0.834 for biomarker model), though calibration of the simple model was notably enhanced. [Figure](#jah31362-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the predicted and observed risk of AF by deciles of predicted risk for the CHARGE‐AF models and the best MESA models. Overall, the simple CHARGE‐AF model slightly overestimated AF risk, particularly in the top decile of risk. Notably, the top decile of predicted risk in the biomarker CHARGE‐AF model identified a subset with a 5‐year AF risk of ≈10%, with 48 of the 109 AF cases (44%) occurring in this high‐risk group.

![Mean predicted and observed risk of atrial fibrillation by deciles of predicted risk derived from MESA best models (5‐year risk), CHARGE‐AF models (5‐year risk), and Framingham model (10‐year risk), Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis, 2000--2012. AF indicates atrial fibrillation; CHARGE, the Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology; hsCRP, high‐sensitivity C‐reactive protein; MESA, Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis; NT‐proBNP, N‐terminal of the prohormone B‐type natriuretic peptide.](JAH3-5-e003077-g001){#jah31362-fig-0001}

Discrimination of the 10‐year Framingham model was somewhat lower than that of the CHARGE‐AF model (C‐statistic: 0.746) and had worse calibration (*P*\<0.001), substantially overestimating the risk of AF across all deciles of risk (Table [3](#jah31362-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} and [Figure](#jah31362-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Because the Framingham model was originally developed in a predominantly white population, we explored discrimination and calibration of the model separately in whites and nonwhites. In whites, both discrimination and calibration of the model were good, whereas among nonwhites discrimination of the model was adequate but calibration was poor (Table [4](#jah31362-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"} and Figure S1). Similar results were observed in men and women separately.

Finally, we assessed the discrimination of the CHADS~2~ and CHA~2~DS~2~‐VASc scores as potential simpler alternatives to the CHARGE‐AF and Framingham models. In both scoring systems, discrimination, as assessed by the C‐statistics, was poor (\<0.7) and considerably lower than for the AF‐specific models (Table [3](#jah31362-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

Discussion {#jah31362-sec-0011}
==========

In a racially and ethnically diverse cohort, we found that the previously developed CHARGE‐AF models, particularly the models including NT‐proBNP, showed excellent ability to predict 5‐year risk of AF and adequate calibration. In contrast, the 10‐year Framingham model had slightly worse predictive ability and very poor calibration in the entire cohort (though calibration in whites was good). Finally, models originally developed for stroke prediction in AF, such as CHADS~2~ and CHA~2~DS~2~‐VASc, were clearly inferior and should not be used for prediction of AF given their limited discrimination.

The demonstrated ability of the CHARGE‐AF models to predict AF in diverse populations could meaningfully impact 3 areas. First, the CHARGE‐AF models may be employed in the identification of individuals more likely to benefit from AF screening. Recent studies have demonstrated the feasibility and efficacy of implementing programs for AF screening in undiagnosed individuals.[26](#jah31362-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jah31362-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Cost‐effectiveness of those programs will hinge heavily on selecting high‐risk individuals, in which any screening strategy will have a higher yield and subsequent treatment with oral anticoagulants for stroke prevention will provide the most benefit.[28](#jah31362-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Second, the CHARGE‐AF models could be helpful in selecting participants for AF primary prevention trials. Secondary analyses of completed trials suggest that statins,[29](#jah31362-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} angiotensin‐converting enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers,[30](#jah31362-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} or some lifestyle interventions[31](#jah31362-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} may reduce risk of AF onset. However, adequately powered trials specifically designed to test primary prevention approaches for AF are needed; inclusion of individuals at higher risk of developing AF will make those trials more efficient. Finally, the NT‐proBNP or joint biomarker‐enriched CHARGE‐AF models could be used as benchmarks against which any potential novel biomarker for AF prediction should be compared. New biomarkers for AF are being continuously proposed,[32](#jah31362-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} but they need to prove their added value against predictive models including established risk factors and biomarkers. The CHARGE‐AF models, having demonstrated good discrimination ability across different populations, are excellent candidates to be effective standards.

The CHARGE‐AF models have previously demonstrated adequate predictive ability in other cohorts, all of them in Europe and including a majority of white participants.[7](#jah31362-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jah31362-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#jah31362-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} We show, for the first time, that the CHARGE‐AF models have excellent discrimination and fair calibration in a racially and ethnically diverse sample. Comparing the calibration of the CHARGE‐AF and Framingham AF models suggests that models for AF prediction need to incorporate race/ethnicity as an important covariate. This is consistent with the growing evidence pointing to a higher risk of AF in whites compared to nonwhites.[10](#jah31362-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jah31362-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jah31362-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#jah31362-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, not surprisingly, we demonstrate that use of scores for risk stratification of ischemic stroke in patients with AF, such as CHADS~2~ and CHA~2~DS~2~‐VASc, are not adequate for AF prediction.

Our results confirm the value of circulating NT‐proBNP in the prediction of AF. Also, consistent with the previous publication developing the biomarker‐enriched CHARGE‐AF model,[9](#jah31362-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} information on circulating hsCRP in the MESA cohort provided little benefit for AF prediction, whether assessed by changes in the C‐statistic or by the NRI. Numerous epidemiological studies have found consistent associations of hsCRP, a biomarker of inflammation, and BNP or NT‐proBNP, a biomarker of left atrial overload, with incidence of AF.[34](#jah31362-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#jah31362-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#jah31362-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#jah31362-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#jah31362-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Those studies, however, showed stronger associations of AF with the natriuretic peptides.

Our analysis has some limitations. First, ascertainment of AF relied on hospital diagnoses. As a consequence, undiagnosed AF and patients with AF managed exclusively in the outpatient setting were likely missed. Additionally, AF provoked by other systemic or acute conditions may be over‐represented in this sample. The AF cases included in this analysis therefore may not be representative of the average AF patient. Previous studies, however, have demonstrated adequate validity of this method of AF ascertainment in large epidemiological studies.[20](#jah31362-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jah31362-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the good calibration of the Framingham model among MESA whites indicates that the observed risk of AF in the MESA cohort is not different from the predicted risk calculated from the Framingham model, derived using a more detailed ascertainment of AF (including outpatient diagnosis).[4](#jah31362-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} This consistency between predicted and observed risk of AF indirectly supports the validity of our AF ascertainment, at least compared with the AF ascertainment procedures using in the Framingham study. Second, the CHARGE‐AF models have a limited (5‐year) time horizon. Nonetheless, short‐term prediction may be particularly useful in the setting of screening programs and primary prevention trials. Future work should extend the CHARGE‐AF models to longer‐term prediction, including estimation of lifetime risk of AF. Third, the CHARGE‐AF models did not consider other variables, such as genetic variants, in the predictive models. In the Women\'s Genome Health Study, which included over 20 000 women of European ancestry, a genetic risk score calculated from risk alleles known to be associated with AF improved prediction beyond clinical variables.[39](#jah31362-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Whether a similar genetic score could improve prediction in a racially diverse population remains to be determined. Finally, the number of AF cases among nonwhites in the MESA cohort was insufficient to determine predictive ability of the models across separate nonwhite racial/ethnic groups.

In conclusion, our analysis of a multiethnic cohort provides further evidence supporting the value of the CHARGE‐AF models for prediction of AF in diverse populations. The CHARGE‐AF models, as well as other models for AF prediction, may not be ready yet for implementation in usual clinical practice given the lack of demonstrated effective approaches for AF prevention. However, AF screening programs and primary prevention trials should consider using these models for identification of high‐risk individuals and therefore more likely to benefit from these interventions.
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**Table S2.** Selected Baseline Characteristics of Study Participants by Race/Ethnicity, Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis, 2000--2002

**Table S3.** Reclassification Tables Adding Biomarker Information to the Simple CHARGE‐AF Model, MESA 2000--2012. Cells Highlighted in Green Correspond to Correct Reclassification, Whereas Those in Red Represent Incorrect Reclassification

**Figure S1.** Mean predicted and observed 10‐year risk of atrial fibrillation by deciles of predicted risk derived from Framingham model separately for whites and nonwhites, Multi‐Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis, 2000--2012.
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